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About This Game

Strange Telephone is a 2D adventure game in which the player explores strange worlds created with merely 6 digits, and has
multiple endings.

The protagonist Jill is 5d3b920ae0

Title: Strange Telephone
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
HZ3 Software
Publisher:
AGM PLAYISM
Franchise:
PLAYISM
Release Date: 21 Jan, 2019
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Absolutely loved the game, great symbolism and it was very creepy at times, the exploring aspect and the different worlds
reminded me of Yume Nikki.. OMG this game will drag you into a worl of dreams and mysteries, it is awesome the puzzles on
what to do are really interesting. this is a really well made. eventhough it was a phone game it really has dragged me down into a
world of mischief.. A lovely adventure into a dream world. Though not without its flaws (e.g. it feels almost inevitable that the
player will end up brute forcing some item combinations or rooms), the peculiar environments and scenarios had me wanting
more after it was all over.. I'd got to start off by admitting, I've played a lot of games in this tone and style but this one has the
weirdest twist than anything else I've ever played and I've played a lot of weird games. As for the game over all; it is interesting
and a lot of fun. The mechanics are interesting and play upon the theme of the game very well. Though there isn't much set story
it is still intriguing as you explore the levels and "characters" found within the game.. I will get Back to this Game Sometime But
Hey I love it its like being trapped within So Many Different worlds You can pass through Its neat And Kinda Messes with your
mind lol You can Gain Items Throughout Diff worlds and Rec Phone Numbers too So you can keep track of them Neat.

Strange Telephone Development History #0015 : It's so scary. All images are currently in development and are not final
versions.. Strange Telephone Development History #0041 : Flower. All images are currently in development and are not final
versions.. Strange Telephone Development History #0002 : Something like this. All images are currently in development and are
not final versions.. Strange Telephone Development History #0008 : Walking animations are not yet finished. Movement and
detection have been implemented. All images are currently in development and are not final versions.. Strange Telephone Out
Now - Released on January 21st! : As of today, Strange Telephone is finally available on Steam! Strange Telephone is a 2D
adventure game featuring multiple endings in which you call six-digit phone numbers to venture across automatically generated,
mysterious pixel worlds. Remember: there is more than one ending.. Strange Telephone Development History #0042 : Green
color. All images are currently in development and are not final versions.. Set For Release on January 21st, 2019! : The wait is
almost over! Strange Telephone will be released on January 21st, 2019 ! Ver. 2.0 will feature a number of new additions,
including the following: New ways to play the game (controller support, etc.) Newly added endings Even more worlds and
objects added More items added Library (Object Viewer) added We will also be updating the Developer's Voice and News
sections with info on all the latest additions, so be sure to check them out and get ready for the long-awaited launch! --- Playism.
Strange Telephone Development History #0005 : Tomorrow I'm gonna finish up the dot art for this character. All images are
currently in development and are not final versions.. Strange Telephone - Development Story #0054 : New transition effect.
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